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Luxury dorm
expected
y KATIE NOVELLO
Centenary has big
lans for a new dorm that will
e up in time for the fall
emester.
According to Dean
ones, the new dorm is going to
ave suites, which will include
our bedrooms, a kitchen, two
athrooms, and a living room.
ach bedroom will include a
eater/air conditioning unit, a
ed, dresser, closet, desk, and a
ecliner, according to Jones.
According to Jones,
at's not all that is going to be
ifferent about this dorm. The
ottom floor of the dorm will
ot have any rooms.
. "This floor is going
o be for the students'
njoyment," Jones said. The
rrst floor will include a new
ym equipped to hold 100
eople; an indoor Olympicized pool; a sauna, and a
arming booth.
"We think the students
eserve to have more fun
ccomodations, since they are

such hard workers," said
Kathleen Boody. "The students
should have more access to
self-fullfillment," she said.
There will be an
additional three floors, which
will be where the apartments
are. The basement will house a
lounge and a Laundromat.
"The lounge will be a
place for the students to hang
out and relax," Jones said, "so
they won't feel they have to
crowd into the dorm rooms
when they want to socialize."
The lounge will
include a 50-inch flat screen
T.V., three leather couches, an
air-hocky table, pool table, two
ping-pong tables, and a stereo,
according to Jones. "We think
this will be a sufficient amount
of activities for the students,"
he added.
"I think the students
will be more relaxed with
access to these things," Boody
said. "We are hoping that with
more to do, the students will
stay out of trouble."

Centenary College, Hackettstown, NJ 07840

Communis t . Centenary Political
Science Departmen t unmasked
By SCOTT MYERS
Centenary has recently
been stunned by the discovery
of a Russian spy amongst its
faculty.
Dr. Shane Fitzpatrick,
whose real name is Vladimir
Zamyt, is a former KGB
operative, according to
officials. Zamyt was gathering
intelligence for an underground
communist movement based in
Moscow.
The college became
suspicious of Zamyt
(Fitzpatrick) as a result of his
annual summer trips to the
Russian capital..
College officials
quickly informed the United
States Government, which sent
a Central Intelligence Agency
officer to follow Zamyt during
his stay in the motherland last
year. The CIA officer observed
Zamyt in several public
meetings in the Kremlin with
other Communist party
members. It is rumored

that photos were taken as well.
One CIA official said,
"It is disheartening and
shocking to think that such an
educated and friendly man had
ulterior motives like this.
Apparently, communism and
its believers die hard."
Zamyt apparently
planned on tainting young U.S.
minds with communist ideals
and manifestos in hopes of
toppling the U.S. government.
President Vladimir
Putin and the Russian
government disavowed any
knowledge of Zamyt or his
mission in the United States.
Putin said, "We have
of this communist
aware
been
underground for quite sometime
and have tried to eliminate it.
However, all of these men are
as crafty and stealthy as Zamyt,
so tracking and finding them
has proven quite difficult."
Zamyt, once revealed,
had no reserves about talking to

members of the United States
press.
He said, (now
speaking with a thick Russian
accent) "You Americans are so
oblivious to who and what is
going on around you. For years
I spy on this country, telling
everyone I am from Pittsburgh.
Hal Pittsburgh--who really
admits they are from there! It
was right in front of your face
the entire time."
When asked why the
false identity, Shane Fitzpatrick
Zamyt said, "My
senior officers gave it to me. It
is a Scottish name. It worked
well; no one expects anything
from a Scotsman except another
round."
Of golf? he was asked.
Zamyt smiled.
. Zamyt is being held in
an undisclosed location and is
awaiting trial by both
American and Russian courts.

Exains go out the window under new college policy
By LANA ZANELLA
College administrators
have come up with a new
grading policy that will change
the Centenary culture.
Over the apring break,
Dr. Raymond Frey, Dean of
Faculty, and David
Jones, Vice-president of Student
Affairs, met to discuss ways of
making the college experience
more enjoyable for all students.
They decided that the
best way to do that was to get
rid of all kinds of testing. That

means midterms, finals, in-class
and take-home tests will all be
gone.
Frey said, "We
want the students that come
here to have fun and not worry
or be pressured by testing of
any kind." Dean Jones echoed
that feeling saying, "Some
students take tests and do really
well on them, while others take
the same test and do horribly.
That does not mean that they do
not understand the subject; it
means that they may get
nervous and forget what they
know."
Professors found out

about the change in policy
when they came back
after the break and for the most
part had no real objections to it.
"I think that, at first
glance, some professors were a
little hesitant, but after they
spoke with us and saw how this
would change the learning
experience for so many
students, they jumped on
board," Frey said.
Deborah Lev, professor of
Communication, said, "I really
like the idea; it will make
students feel less pressured, and
I was getting tired of having to
think up test questions every

semester."
Grades will be given out at
the end of each semester, but
they will be based on
attendance, class participation,
and how much effort the
professor feels the student has
shown.
Jones said, "We want
to prepare Centenary College
students for the real world.
When they graduate and get
jobs, they are not going to get a
grade report at the end of each
year; they are going to be given
a task by their boss, told how to
do that task, and then get paid

based on their work habits and
effort."
The new testing or nontesting policy will take effect in
the fall 2003 semester.
Frey said that after
next semester they will see how
well the system works and
make any changes that they feel
are necessary.

~ensing confusion?
~ee note, page 2. And hold on

o your sense of fun.
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Finally, a link between the
college
By MICHELLE OVERK

A new organization is
forming on campus called the
Student Liaison Committee.
This organization is
being developed to provide a
connection for the students at
· Centenary to the town of
Hackettstown, basically linking
the student community to the
town community.
The committee will
address student issues
including parking, lighting near
campus, off campus concerns
and many other pressing issues.
The committe is
comprised of five executive
members including President,
Molly Kastenhuber; Vice
President, Frank Bucci;
Secretary, Melissa Spatz;
Treasurer, Jeremy Hilgert; and
Director of Public Relations

bere; anywhere
By MICHAEL BOGERT
The Commuter
Council has taken a break from
its normal activities except to
consider aproposal being
rumored: the town would like to
ban all on-street parking around
the school area to lighten
street congestion.
The Council
is going to be keeping close
tabs on this, and will become
very active with the school and
the town trying to come to a
possible compromise if this
goes through.
Real? or Memorex? or April
Fool?.

John Strangeway.
In additon to the
executive members, the
committee is made up
representatives from all offered
majors, commuters, residents
and both full-time and parttime students. The committee
is striving to erisure that the
concerns of all Centenary
College students are
represented by the Student
Liaison Committee.
The committee is
working with Mayor Roger
Hines to try to improve the
relationship between the college
and the town and to more
efficiently resolve issues. The
Student Liaison Committee can
be reached at
centeruuystudentsliaison@yahoo.com
Real? Ap1il Fool?

Trading Spaces

Centenary

By MICHELLE OVERK
Students have been
complaining for years about
the dorm room conditions.
.Now, students living
in any of the dormintory
buildings will have the
opportunity to make over
selected dorm rooms.
Trading Spaces is a
popular television program
broadcast on The Learning
Channel (TLC) which
takes two groups of people,
usually neighbors, who each
go to the other's home and
choose one room to make

over.

interested in participating
The Trading Spaces
must collaborate with a
crew will be on campus to film student from another dorm
and assist in the redecoration
building and be available for
process over the weekend of
both dates that the crew will
Easter Break, Friday, April18 _ be on campus. The
and Saturday, April19.
modification to the dorm
The college
rooms is limited to paint, wan
administration has given
paper, wall hangings, and
permission for this event in
other decorations.
hopes that Centenary's
Additonal
appearnce on the
information and sign-up
popular cable show will bring sheets can be found at the
awareness to the college to
information desk in the front
various parts of the country.
parlor of the Seay Building.
Students who are

SAC has
spring
$

By KATIE NOVELLO

By SCOTT MYERS
S.G.A. (Student
Government Association)
President Kyle Roe recently
said, "We dispersed money to
both Centenary's dressage team
and the Canada trip in March.
We are still working on redelivery of the New Jersey Star
Ledger to the campus, and the
S.G.A. website is still currently
under construction."
Elections for S.G.A.
executive and board positions
will be held at the end of the
semester. All interested in
running for office or changing
current S.G.A. members should
attend one of their monthly
open meetings.
Believe it.

Things seem a bit odd?
Welcome to our annual
April Fool's issue.
We even managed to distribute this issue after Aprill,
so you'd be none the wiser.
Stay tuned for real info,
or has this all been real as well?

As Easter is nearing,
SAC is planning an Easter egg
hunt. According to Kristen
Balog, there will be Easter
cookie and egg decorating,
along with an egg hunt in which
students can win cash prizes.
The event will depend on the
weather, according to Balog.
There will be a Big
Cahoona Beach Blast on on
April 26, according to Balog,
instead of the usual Foam Party.
"This is the weekend
you don't want to go home,"
Balog said. The "beach blast"
will be in the quad, and will
include a DJ, barbeque, and tiki
huts.
SAC is also looking
into having a twister
tournament and a dance for
April, according to Balog.

Because of Spring
reak, this edition of The Quill
s an abbreviated one.
Attached, however, is
he March issue, which was
elayed because of technical
"fficulties. Don't ask.
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The Quill will
publish letters to the
editor; however, such
letters must not be
libelous and must
besigned and in good
taste. We will refrain
from printing your
name if you so request,
Address your letters to
The Editor, The Quill,
Box 1066.
The Quill is the
student newspaper of
Centenary College,
Hackettstown, NJ
07840.

Editor:
Scott Myers

Staff:
Michael Bogert
Paul Jicha
Victor Kaplan
Katie Novello
Io Ortiz
Michelle Overk
Lauren Ryan
Leah Thorn
Lana Zanella

Faculty advisor:
Prof. Debbie Lev

Another Open
House has come and gone.
Bright- eyed pre-freshmen
visit
Centenary with their
families to see what our
college is really like.
Most high school
seniors feel out of place
and leave the questionasking and
concerns to their parents.
The pre-freshmen are
quiet and reserved and
have the look of a zoo
animal being observed.
Yet, the most
entertaining aspect of
working an Open House is
not the
inquisitive mother or the
protective father, the
annoying younger sibling
or the scared high school
senior who wants nothing
more than to leave.
No, the man of the

hour is the boyfriend--the
high school boyfriend.
Walking through
the front door of the
college, never has he
gripped the hand of his
girlfriend so tightly. In his
mind he is asking himself,
I wonder what will
happen if she comes here
or goes away somewhere
else, maybe even
farther. Will we last? (The
answer is no.) Will she
cheat on me?
He cannot smile or
show any sign of
relaxation. No, the high
school
boyfriend is on full alert,
ready to try to deter any
wandering eyes. If a
current male student,
probably a fine member of
the upstanding lacrosse
team or any other male
working the Open House

approaches him, his
girlfriend and
her family the high school
boyfriend will appear nice
and laugh and joke with
all present. However,
secretly, inside, he is
cursing every smooth
line and witty comment
that falls falls any other
male's mouth. A simple
look at his girlfriend and
he is displeased. God
forbid she looks back or
smiles at another guy and
all hell is breaking loose.
He is like a dog peeing on
a fire hydrant. He will do
whatever he can to mark
what he considers his
territory.
He can sense his
own short shelf life, his
own demise.
Current students
make comments, almost
wagers, saying, "They'll

be over in two or three
months once she arrives
here," or "He won't last
very long."
And they are right!
Very few high school
relationships last in
college; that's just the way
the world works. So to
the high school boyfriend,
I say carry on the good
work, but the odds are
against you. Hell!
Eventually even your own
girlfriend turns against
you. But you put up a
good fight, and I
am sure the other guy
replacing you, who in two
or three months will be
with your ex-girlfriend,
finds it commendable.
Scott Myers, editor
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~pdate:
The Quill is working on getting itself back online.
Before the semester is over, our webmaster, Dan Endrizzi,
hopes to work his magic and make that happen. Keep looking
for us. We'll keep you informed.

Alice in
Ireland
***1/2 OUT OF
****
Review by VICTOR

KAPLAN

The Mona Lisa discussed
By LANA ZANELLA
Ferry 12 was filled
with honor students, professors,
and townsfolk.. It was the first
Honors Program lecture of the
spring semester.
Dr. A. Richard Turner, the
Paulette Goddard Professor
Emeritus of Art and The
Humanities at New York
University where he taught Fine
Arts froml979-2000, was
discussing the Mona Lisa and
how a painting from 1503 still
fascinates so many people.
He called it a" disgustingly
seen object" that we have come
to know through reproduction;
very few people have been to
Florence, Italy to see
the Leonardo da Vinci original.
Dr. Turner talked about
where the Mona Lisa is situated
in history; most paintings
during the Renaissance were
profiles, and he compared
her to the works of other artists,
although there are not many
comparisons.
"She hogs the center
stage" and she is sitting on a
balcony with a valley as
her backdrop. "Da Vinci was
very aware of geographic
location and in most of his
paintings you are at a higher
height level than the object."
Da Vinci was. born in
1492 and died in 1519. Dr.
Turner spoke about the Da
Vinci "masterpiece," that was
never finished because "his
brain would not allow him to,"
and then asked the group of

listeners why they thought it
is a masterpiece. One student
said that he thought the Mona
Lisa is a masterpiece because
"we were told it was one, which
is why we believe it to be."
That same feeling was
echoed by most in the room, but
Dr. Turner defined a
masterpiece as "something that
grabs you in 2003, the same
way it grabbed people in 1503."
Dr. Turner said he feels
that in 1850 France the Mona
Lisa was "kidnapped" by
French critics who changed her
from a "plain, beautiful
woman" into a "lady of doom,
filled with mystery, sickness,
and amorality."
But in 1911 the Mona
Lisa was really kidnapped from
the walls of the Louvre
and two years later showed up
in Florence.
Many people have
parodied the famous painting,
going as far to use her to sell
pasta sauce and putting Monica
Lewinsky's face on Mona Lisa's
body to sell a magazine.
Dr. Turner concluded the
lecture by saying, "The Mona
Lisa is so over exposed and
when something gets to be too
famous it makes people
nervous. It's like if there was a
big accident, out of
nervousness, you just have to
laugh."
The Honors Program and
Sigma Tau Delta, the English
Honor Society, sponsored the

By Judy Sheehan
Directed by Barbara Bosch
In this hilarious
modem-day Alice in
Wonderland story, Alice Hart
(Jill Abramovitz)finds

The Fourth
T
•
Urlllllg

Review by VICTOR KAPLAN
By William Strauss
& Neill Howe
** out of****
In 1997, two historians,
William Strauss and Neill
Howe, wrote "The Fourth
Turning" a book that attempts
to foresee America's destiny.
Strauss & Howe state that soon
after the Millennium, a single
cataclysmic event would move
this nation into a new age, The
Fourth Turning, a period
whose impact on our nation
would be as great as the
American Revolution, The
Civil War, the Great Depression
and World War ll.
The book gives some
history of the cyclic view,
which is different from
the linear perspective, where
there is a beginning and an end.
The cyclic view, as presented .
by the authors, divides one
cycle, into four turnings. In the
book, Great Depression and
WWll become the Fourth
Turning (Crisis) 1929-1945,
followed by the First Turning
(High) 1945-1965
the Second Turning

herself in Irish Wonderland,
where she encounters the
merry Irish folks who want
her to stay in Ireland forever.
The performance
of all other cast members is
of an equally high quality,
leaving me with a
sense of total awe. Victoria
Chemovol should also be
thanked for her contribution
as the designer of beautiful
sets that fit nicely into the
play's changing atmosphere.
The blocking in Alice in
Ireland is done with a
dedicated precision,
which makes it a play I
would highly recommend.
The humor is
the Third Turning (Unraveling)
1984-?
The authors claim that the
1920s and 1990s are similar in
many respects such as good
economic times, technological
innovations, etc, and that this
period would come to an end in
one cataclysmic event, which
would usher an era that would
shake our nation to its
foundation.
One could certainly argue
with points made about
generational types in
the book, where it is as~ume
that one's birth at any ~pecific
turning, would play a great
influence on how one raises
one's children.
One could also argue with
another point of the book. If
the reader were to assume that
the Fourth Turning already
began in 2001 (four years after
the book was written), the
authors' insistence that
everyone should agree
with the government, otherwise
they would all become
"outcasts," may not exactly play
well with those who have their
doubts about the current
situation in Iraq. On the same
note, if everyone does keep
quiet, one could
argue that warnings about a
total war involving a great

------------------------~l~ec~tur~e~·--------------------~<A~w~a~k~~nwiwn~g~)~lz96~5~-~1~9~8~4~awn~d~-- degreeofdestruction(l~ethe

equally uplifting and biting,
although some of the
lines were a bit banal.
Nonetheless, as a
play for adults, it succeeds
on all fronts.
The Centenary Stage
Company continues to
produce some of the best
plays, which are performed
with a high degree of
dedication. Just for giving
us such masterpieces as "The
Tillie Project"
the Centenary Stage
Company deserves nothing
but praise.

American Revolution, the
Civil War, and WWII) would
be more likely to occur. Still,
others would argue that
inaction when it comes
to the Iraqi regime could in
fact lead to a widespread war.
Whatever one's
interpretation is, the book is
certain to provoke heated
debates in the future. While
the authors did advise the
reader to put the book on a
shelf in 2001 and wait a few
years, perhaps 2003 is the
year when one would want
to re-read it. For the authors
do expect a political
realignment to occur in the
first presidential election
since the start of the Fourth
Turning (which would
probably indicate 2004,
which is 72 years after 1932
and 72 years after 1860
elections), unseen since the
1932 and 1860
elections, one that would
leave the White House under
the control of either the
opposition party or a third
party for a generation.
Would President
Bush be re-elected, or would
another Lincoln or FDR rise?
Only time will tell.
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LatestWar
of the
orlds
By Michael Bogert
I have one game that
cannot be left off anybody's list.
The game is Blizzard's War
Craft 3 Reign Of Chaos; this
game is the 4th installment of
the very popular War Craft
series.
There are only a few
catches . First of all, War Craft
3 runs only on the PC, so
those without computers at
home are totally out of luck.
Second, War Craft 3
requires some major room and
power on your computer. Yes,
you can run it with a slower
computer but the graphics will
not be as crisp and the lag will
kill you.
The third and last
reason why War Craft 3 could
give you a headaches is its

price; even though it came out
in June it still is priced at $70.
Even with all these setbacks, War Craft 3 packs a huge
punch, and is a worthwhile
game. For those who have
played many of the old War
Crafts, the two main races are
still around: Humans and Orcs,
while two new races make an
appearance in the game. These
two new powerful races are the
Night Elves, and the Undead.
War Craft is a real time
strategy game; that means you
build units, upgrade and fight
all at the same time. This game,
like many other real time
strategy games, calls for you to
be very good at multi-tasking.
The game is pretty
simple. You have a choice of
building four different types or
armies, depending on what
units you build. You have
Melee units, hand to hand,
Ranged units, such as Archers,
Magic units, such as Mages and
Shamans, and Air Units, such as
Frost Wurms.
Many armies in order
to win need a combo of two of

the four. In my playing
experience I find Air and
Ranged Units work well,
and Magic and Melee units can
pack a lethal punch to your
enemies.
Another cool aspect is
the Hero Unit. These units have
the ability to make your normal
units more powerful, such as
the Night Elf unit and the
Priestess of the Moon. This
hero unit makes all the Night
Elf archers more powerful. The
Ore Far Seer helps improve the
Ore mage units. This was a
great idea to help boost
creativity within the game.
The last thing that
makes War Craft 3 a great game
is that Blizzard provides great
online gaming. They provide a
website that you can play on for
free. Blizzard has no charge for
playing online via their site.
This game I would
give a 9 out of 10 to; the replay
value is high, and provides
many hours of entertainment.
Game on, my young Warriors.

lice

a comic, modern Alice on Centenary 's stage
Judy Sheehan's
charming and comical "Alice in
Ireland" will be the first
play of 2003 at Centenary Stage
Company.
"Alice in Ireland" runs
through. March 15th at the
Centenary Theatre, on campus.
Developed in Centenary Stage Company's own
Women Playwrights Series
(WPS), "Alice in Ireland" is the
comic misadventures of a
modern day "Alice" who
decides to make a pilgrimage to
Ireland to get in touch with her
roots.

Following the guidelines of the Big Book of Irish
Weddings, Alice must
travel through Ireland on her
way to wed her fiance in her
famous mother's castle.
Along the way, she
lively soccer fans in
with
revels
an Irish pub, she's charmed by a
handsome Irish lad, she tours
the Ring of Kerry, where
Irish fairies captivate her.
On a journey of
discovery Alice is transformed
by the land of enchantment.
The play "Alice in
Ireland" has won the Reva

Shiner Full-Length Play
Contest and the Siena College
International Playwrights'
Competition. It was the
1999 critics' pick of the
Kalamazoo Gazette.
Full time Centenary
students may obtain free tickets
to all esc
productions on the day of the
show. Faculty/Staff tickets are
1/2 price.

Four stars for the·
fi01 Adaptation
By VIC KAPLAN

Cast:
Charlie Kaufman/Donald
Kaufman: Nicolas Cage
Susan Orlean: Meryl Streep
John Laroche: Chris Cooper
Valerie: Tilda Swinton
Robert McKee: Brian Cox
Amelia: Cara Seymour
Caroline: Maggie Gyllenhaal
After the 1999 success
of Being John Malcovich,
Director Spike Jonze and
Charlie Kaufman teamed up
for Adaptation, a movie that
left me completely bedazzled
and intrigued. The plot centers
around Charlie Kaufman
(magnificently played by
Nicolas Cage) who wants to
turn Susan Orlean's
(played by Meryl Streep) book,
"The Orchid Thief' into a
screenplay.
Insecurities plague
Charlie Kaufman, as he blames
himself for what he sees
as his unattractiveness and
shyness with women. None of
this is a problem
with Charlie's twin brother
Donald (who is also played by
Nicholas Cage) who
lacks Charlie's intelligence, but
who is both a big hit with
women and a successful
screenwriter for stories that are
more "Hollywood-like" than
Charlie's.
"The Orchid Thief,"
the novel that Charlie Kaufman
desperately tries to
turn into a screenplay, centers
around John Laroche, an orchid
fancier (played by American
Beauty's Chris Cooper) in
search of a rare "ghost orchid,"
who is charged with stealing
plants from Florida's
Everglades. Susan Orlean has
gotten interested in both John
Larouche and his case and has
written "The Orchid Thief,"
which Charlie Kaufman has to
turn into a screenplay.

Charlie Kaufman tells
his studio executive (played by
a beautiful Tilda
Swinton), that he doesn't want
to write about sex, drugs, and
murder. To him, writing a
screenplay about flowers at first
appears to be a way out.
He becomes enamored
with Susan Orlean, as he
follows her, viewing her as a
goddess. A book about orchids
could be an enlightening
read, but where is the drama to
turn it into a screenplay?!
Kaufman stops short
of actually meeting Susan,
agreeing to send in
his twin brother instead to get
that answer.
It is the lack of the
drama in her novel, that forces
Kaufman and his twin brother
to do some extra work
themselves, leading to an
unpredictably wild turn of
events spiraling out of control,
that will likely leave the
audience speechless.
Nicolas Cage portrays
both Charlie Kaufman and his
twin brother flawlessly,
so that he does appear
completely as two opposite
individuals, despite their
identical appearance. It just so
happens that in real life,
Charlie Kaufman doesn't have a
twin brother, leading the
audience to wonder
(whether they're aware of this
or not) if Donald Kaufman
really is Charlie's
alter ego, who does want to
write about "sex, drugs, and
murder."
The acting of both
Meryl Streep and Chris Cooper
fully deserve an A+, and I give
this movie four stars out of four,
for originality, acting, and a
surprising climax, which I
promised myself I wouldn't
give away.
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Bunny
Bunny abbit?
Oh, co01e on , E01ine01!
By SCOTT MYERS
Not long ago, I had the
displeasure of seeing 8 Mile,
the Eminem remake of
Flash Dance. Unlike most of
America, I do not automatically
like a movie or song simply
because Eminem is associated
with, or in it. Too often, movies
and songs are given critical
acclaim because of who wrote,
sang, or starred in them, not for
their actual content. Such is the
case in 8 Mile.
It is the story of a young,
white male (Eminem: whose
performance name is
Bunny Rabbit, or B. Rabbit.)
who dreams of beating poverty
and getting out of the trailer
park by getting a recording
deal.
However, before he
can strike a deal, he must first
conquer his stage fright, out-rap
a rival group, and, if he has any

free time, stop his new girlfriend (Brittany Murphy) from
having sex with every other
character.
This movie is a shameful
regurgitation of Flash Dance,
the 1980s. smash hit
abut a struggling dancer who
works in a factory by day and
dances by night (sound
familiar). She, like B. Rabbit,
struggles to break free of
poverty and must disprove all
her critics. Like Eminem at the
end of 8 Mile, the main
character in Flash Dance
finally proves herself worthy,
and seems to be on
her way.
The most ignorant move
by the writers and producers of
8 mile was the naming of the
lead character. Why would you
make your stage name Bunny
Rabbit?? That has got to be the
most ridiculous, asinine,

performance name I have ever
heard. Look at the current
world of hip-hop; do you
honestly
think a man by the name of
Bunny Rabbit is going to get a
record deal? Upon
hearing his stage name at the
beginning of the film, for me,
he and the movie lost
all credibility. No offense to
those who may sport such a
title, but I wouldn't take anyone
with the name Bunny Rabbit
seriously.
For teenyboppers and the
mindless mass that think it's
great simply because
it is Eminem, this film is awardwinning, spectacular, and a
must own.
However, for those
who see this semi-autobiographical film for the copycat
that is it, 8 Mile is a waste of
eight-millimeter.

l01portant pre- pregistration
infor01ation for students
All Current Full
Time students, who will be
returning for the Fall2003
Semester, must pay a registration deposit before
registering for the Fall
Semester.
The Fall2003
deposit must be paid in the
Business Office before you
will be allowed to register
for the semester.
Pre-Registration for

the Fall2003:
•April7, 2003 toAprill7,
2003 Pay Deposit then
Register

deposit AND register before
the dates stated above if you
do not wish to be charged a
Late Registration Fee.

•Apri118, 2003 to May 16,
2003 Pay Deposit + $25
Late Fee then Register

Business Office Hours:*
Mon. -Fri. 8:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m.

•May 17,2003 to September
3, 2003 Pay Deposit+ $100
Late Fee then Register

*Except the following
Holidays:
eGood Friday - 4118
•Memorial Day- 5/23 &
5/26,

You must pay your

Mudvayne
offers
Shock
Treatment
By CHRIS McGARRY
Catch Mudvayne's latest
release entitled "The End Of All
Things To Come"!
Those of you who
know of this heavy metal unit
from Peoria, lllinois, know of
Mudvayne's long and grueling
six years together. Only over
the past two years have vocalist
Kud (Chad Grey), bassist
Ryknow (Ryan Martinie ),
guitarist Gurrg (Gregg
Tribbet),and drummer Spag
(Matthew McDonough) gained
their long awaited
recognition.
Mudvayne has gone
gold since the release of its first
major label album "L.D. 50,"
also re-releasing its 1997 debut
album "The Beginning Of AU
Things To End (originally titled
"Kill I Oughtta"). Mudvayne
has also released its first fulllength DVD (Live Dosage-Live
in Peoria).

To top it all off, its
latest album is out, and it has
the words "will reign supreme"
written all over it! Sure, "L.D.
50" brought us its
chart-topping single "Dig"
whicch was viewed by many as
a spark that would soon die out
and become a one-hit wonder,
but they were wrong. That
spark ignited and spread over
the r:.1etal genre very fast, and
nobody could stop it.
Mndvayne made its
impression solid when it ended
up at OZZFEST 2001,
appearing on the second stage
live. Now that its new album is
out, it's unlike anything
Mudvayne has ever done
before. It's heavy, heavier in
some aspects than its previous ·
releases. Kud's vocals range
from tear-out-your-throat roars
of anger and aggression to a
new, soft, spine-tingling voice
that expresses sorrow, pain, and
loneliness. But don't worry,
Mudvayne hasn't gone soft
completely. The term "Bring the
Noise" still applies and is here
to stay. The guitars, bass, and
drums are so extreme in some
of the songs that even the sound
of Kud's intense and horrific
screams is drowned out at
times! My advice is, even if you
don't know who Mudvayne is
go check out the album,
because there is a song for
everybody's emotions on it.

..4th of July - 7/4 &
•Labor Day- 9/1

be returned with your
deposit.

A bill for the PreRegistration Deposit has
been mailed to you, the
student, or the bill-payer via
the US Post Office.
If a bill is not
received in the mail, come to
the Business Office for a
copy.
The tear-off form at
the bottom of the bill must

If you withdraw or
take a leave of absence for
the Fall2003 semester
before 4:30p.m May 16,
2003, the Fall2003 deposit
is refundable.
No refund of the
deposit will be given for a
withdrawal or a leave of
absence form received after
May 16, 2003.
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Lady
Determined matmen
Cyclones look to the future
basketball
By BURKE LOXLEY

By UNAYA BARRETT
This year's Lady
Cyclones basketball roster had
only four returning players, but
every newcomer was willing to
step up to the challenge. Then
head coach Jay Latko earlier in
the season, said, " We are either
going to be really good or really
bad; it depends on each player
and how much they want to
succeed."
He knew that in order
to do so, they would have to
play hard, smart, and together at
each practice and every game.
Sophomore
guard Jaquanna Bowens said,
"There are many people on the
team with experience playing
basketball, but inexperienced
on the college level. This
year's team is definitely
talented; it's just going to take
time for us to come together as
one. Last year's team had
maturity, the players were
willing to accept corrections
and criticism, and that carried
us on to win games and
play as a team.
The Lady Cyclones
had its first home game against
the WIAC conference rival St.
Joseph Patchogue; although the
team fell short of victory, the
game was used as a learning
experience.
___;:;.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--!

more
spring sports i
The Quill's

The Centenary College
wrestling team is one of the
youngest teams in the nation.
The Cyclone's lineup consists
of underclassman and freshman
and while the team's inexperience may be a key factor this
year, there is no one who can
question their determination.
The current season's record is
3-6.
The Cyclones .are led
by a pair of sophomores: The
team's heart, soul, and fist. Dale
Rissmiller, is Centenary's first
national qualifier, and

Cyclone

ByiO ORTIZ
It's the 2003 semester, which means that the
spring sports are right
around the corner. This year,
the baseball team is looking
great, with head coach
Dave Sawicki in his second
year of coaching.
Here's a preview of
team looks like this
the
what
year. Coach Sawicki got a
total of 20 players this
season, and 25 players on the
roster. The Cyclones
are going from being an
independent school to
joining
the Skyline Athletic Conference. They are still an
independent team this year,
but will be playing some

workhorse Roberto Ramos is
currently ranked 4th in his
conference.
Aside from Rissmiller
and Ramos, the team has
solidified its lineup with
transfers and recruits.
Ralph Brucato placed
5th in the conference, and Keith
1
Kubicek placed 6th. However,
injuries and eligibility requirements seem to be a constant
problem for the team.
In only his second year
at Centenary, head coach Doug
Fink has made numerous moves

Roberto Ramos 125
to give the team a bright future.
Sameer Abuydrabo 125
The team returns seven starters
Jeff Gaeta 133
from last year's squad and
welcomes a recruiting class that Burke Loxley 133
Ralph Brucata 133
is more than capable of filling
Paul Smith 141
any holes in the lineup. Ramos
Joe Olivo 149
described the Cyclones as a
Keith Kubick 165
team with a lot of potential,
Dan Curtain 174
just needing a year to blossom.
Jarnie Ponce 174
While these words
Dale Rissmiller 184
may seem as though the team
has a long way to go, the team's Gory Bird 197
Andrew Hubois Hwt.
work ethic, and recent perforCory Ackerson Hwt.
mances strongly suggest thatthe future of Centenary wres(Leath Thorn contributed to this
tling is now.
article.)
The team's roster
_in_c_lu_d_e_s_:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____:.__;___ _ _ _ _____.:...:...__

expected to play the outfield
and possibly 3rd base
this year.
Nigel Archibald,
sophomore, provides power
for the team. In his freshman year, he had a .417
batting average, 6 homeruns,
schools that are part of this
conference.
and 39 RBis. Archibald
Sawicki says, "It's
is expected to play the
" good because playing in
outfield this season.
the Skyline Conference gives
Surowiec held a lot
the conference champs an
of records at Sussex County
automatic bid to the NCAA
College. He will help the
Regionals.
team. Surowiec is the
"Last Season, the
expected to play centerfield
team had 10 wins and 13
this year.
losses,
This season, the
which was their first season
Cyclones have enough
- players to back up their
ever as an NCAA Division
said.
Sawicki
III sport,"
starting position players,
They were 14th in batting
compared to
average along with 1st in
last year, when there were no
triples per game, and 6th in
backups. This year the
scoring in the nation.
backup players are young.
And that was just
The
last season.
pitching is definitely a big
Sawicki
This year
part of the Cyclones' team.
"Pitching is
has returning players and
new
going to come down to how
well we
players to add to the team.
He says, "Players like Mike
play defense and if the
Memmen, Nigel Archibald,
Jack Surowiec in the middle
of the lineup are huge."
Memmen, a senior,
was 1Oth in the nation with a
batting average of .474,
and was 4th in the nation in
triples. Memmen is

young pitchers can step up,"
Sawicki says. "We
are a good solid defensive
team this year."
The Cyclones are a
young and talented team.
Sawicki wants the team to be
"a high caliber team that
competes with the best." .
In comparison to last
year, Nigel Archibald says,
"This year's team has more
depth and more experience."
Sawicki says he asks for a
lot, and expects a lot."
"Our whole team has a good
focus," Sawicki says ..
The Cyclones set a
goal for this season to win
24to
25 games. "If we reach 20
then it's a good year, but
we have the potential to
reach 25," Sawicki says.
Archibald agrees.
Sawicki says he just
wants the fans to go
out and see the team play.
They play in Skylands Park
in Augusta, N.J. Just take a
ride to the stadium; it's worth
the trip.
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Cyclone softball season opens ... nAnd men's b-ball ends
ByiO ORTIZ
Let's play Softball! It's
springtime and you know what
that means. It means that Billie
Joe Blackwell and
the Lady Cyclones are
practicing for the upcoming
season. Blackwell is going into
her fifth season as head coach
of the Lady Cyclones. This
year. Blackwell has eight
freshmen and 10 returning
players, and Blackwell wants to
send the team in a different
direction, meaning, "refocus
the team to do some things
differently this year, change the
mechanics, but still aim towards
winning the conference and
conference championships,"
Blackwell says.
This year, Blackwell
has enough players to fill the
positions at two or three deep,
to "have players who, if needed,
can play the position where
backups are needed."
This year the Lady
Cyclones have 5 pitchers, each
with her own variety and style
of pitching: two juniors, two
sophomores and one
freshman. It works well to have
so many pitchers, because if the
Lady Cyclones have back-to-

back games, Blackwell can
rotate the pitchers to fit
each game.
"Each pitcher has
different speeds and
mechanics," Blackwell say~;
"We are well-stocked in the
pitching area."
As for the returning
players, Blackwell says, "With
the leadership that the returning
players have and the
enthusiasm of the new players,
there should be no problem
being successfuL
. "They work together off the
field and they get along in and
out of the practice," Blackwell
says.
The Lady Cyclones
"look good, positive, have good
perspective, are very excited,
and very hyper about this
season, " she adds.
Blackwell says she has
big expectations to win the
conference. There are about
25 home games and eight
games in Myrtle
Beach, with 33 games in total.
"Realistically, we can
win about 25 games,"
Blackwell says.
Just like the baseball

team, the softball team will be
joining a new conference next
year called the Skylines
Athletics Conference and will
no longer be an independent
school team. This year the
team is still independent but
will be playi~gteams fr~m the
Skylines Conference.
Coach Blackwell
wants the team to win the
conference and win the
conferencetoumament and
"make some kind of post season
play whether it is a small
tournament, or an NCAA bid
in a tournament," Blackwell
says, looking for "small
achievable goals along the
way."
"The team is very
strong, Our goals should be no
problem, We should win those
games, if we play the way we
can."
Blackwell says she
wants fans to come out and see
the girls play. They play in the
field out behind the
campus. The Lady Cyclones
get a lot of support from
the parents, but they would like
support from everyone. "The
team plays a lot better when
there is a lot offan support,"
Blackwell concludes.

ByiO ORTIZ
The basketball season is
over, and it's time to reflect on
the past season of our
Centenary Cyclones who went
10 and 13 this past season.
This year the Cyclones
had more wins, had more fun,
and had much more fan support
in comparison to recent years.
The captains describe
the season as a tough one, and
possibly an underachieving
season.
Coach
Kasboe says this season was
about trying to build a solid
program. Both players and staff
were committed.
Co-Captain Dave
Street says that this was the best
year. The team had plenty of
fan support, especially at the
home games.
Mike Memmen,
co-captain, says, "The fans are
real supportive on the
home and away games."
The coach also had fun
this season. He describes his
experience as "always being
fun working with these guys."
Each captain had a favorite
moment when they think of the
past season. For Mike
Memmen, it was the second

game of the season against
D'Youville in the Montclair
Sate Tip-Off Tournament
when Street hit a three-pointer
at the buzzer to win the game.
For Street, it was wheu
Memmen had a stiff neck and
still pulled off three straight
three-pointers in the 2nd half to
pull the team through, and
when the whole team came
together against the many
obstacles that were against
them.
Coach Kasboe
describes his moment as when
the Cyclones played Stoney
Brook, Division I team, and
"took it to them." The
team came out and played
strong.
Now that the season is
over, Memmen wishes the team
luck next season and Street say'
he had fun playing with
everyone on the team.
Coach Kasboe says he
wants to continue to build a
foundation where the team can
go to the NCAA tournament.
"As long as they are doing
the right thing, the team will ge
there," Kasboe said.

